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Question: 1 

You are a member of the sports team of your college. One day due 

to misunderstanding, other members stop talking to you. You 

(A) ask someone to mediate 

(B) wait till they come and start talking again 

(C) go forward and start talking 

(D) keep to yourself and let things take their time for improving 

Ans: C 

go forward and start talking 

Question: 2 

While travelling by a train that was running late, passengers got 

excited and were going to take some drastic steps; under the 

circumstance what would you like to do? 

(A) leave the place as early as possible 

(B) ask them to give a deputation to the railway authority 

(C) you would first try to pacify the situation 

(D) encourage the mob to take immediate action 

Ans: C 

you would first try to pacify the situation 

Question: 3 

You are playing in your friend's house, when he gets stuck with a 

naked electric wire. You would 

(A) pull off the wire with a wooden stick 

(B) raise an alarm to call some people for help 



 

 

(C) hold the wire and pull it away 

(D) hold him by the arms and try to set him free 

Ans: A 

pull off the wire with a wooden stick 

Question: 4 

You are in a bus. The bus reaches your stop but still you have not 

purchases the ticket because of heavy rush. What will you do? 

(A) give the money to the driver 

(B) hand the money to someone sitting nearby to give it to the conductor 

(C) call the conductor, give him the money and get the ticket 

(D) jump out quickly to avoid embarrassment 

Ans: C 

call the conductor, give him the money and get the ticket 

Question: 5 

You are a social worker. On visiting an orphanage, there is one 

child who is not ready to let you go away. 

(A) you ignore the child because you have other kids to attend. 

(B) you leave with no concern. 

(C) you decide to visit him every Sunday. 

(D) you talk to the authorities and arrange for parents who can adopt him. 

Ans: D 

you talk to the authorities and arrange for parents who can adopt him. 

 


